
 

 

 

A true leader will inspire people to act. Inspire through creativity, innovations and commitment. Building a 
culture that attracts passionate people who thrive in their environment reflects a powerful bottom line. 

True leaders are built from the inside out.  They trust in themselves and their abilities, they are egoless, live 
their values and walk their talk. They know how to think.. and create space for their team to do the same.  

I will help you create a team where the very best people will want to play – and stay. Being aware of, 
understanding, appreciating - and then knowing how to use - your own personal qualities is where it all begins.  
It inspires natural motivation and outside the box thinking. How far you take it, is up to you.   

 

CREATIVE COMBO  This package is designed to challenge and champion your team, 
soaring them to new heights.  The blend of ‘Unique & Delicious’ with in-house leadership 
coaching and team profiling, guarantees success. This program is only available to a 
limited number. If you believe you could be a match, connect with Sally to find out more.  

Take Action now – 0490 388 017 

 

 

Understanding Self and Others                  
•Extended DISC Behaviourial Profile Report - personalised, highlighting your strengths 

and weaknesses, where and how to improve.

•1 x EDISC report unpack - delve in to why you do the things you do. Discover your hardwired 
style and how you currently adjust to meet ongoing demands. A great base to understand who you are.

•5 X Monthly 1-on-1 Coaching Sessions- For the first two sessions, we take your natural 
talents and teach you exactly how to use them. A deeper look in to what makes you tick. For the following 
3 sessions, you'll begin to truly learn how to interpret other's worlds, creating stronger connections, 
influencing with ease. Appreciating and utilising your own unique qualities, ensuring effective leadership.

Understanding Self                                         
•Extended DISC Behaviourial Profile Report - personalised, highlighting your strengths and 

weaknesses, where and how to improve.

•1 x EDISC report unpack - discover your hardwired style and how you currently adjust to meet 
ongoing demands. Provides a great awareness to understand who you are.

•2 X Monthly 1-on-1 Coaching Sessions- we take your natural talents and teach you exactly 
how to use them. A deeper look in to what makes you tick and why you do the things you do.

Unique & Delicious Team training              
•Extended DISC Behaviourial Profile Report - per person

•6 hr training workshop in Commercial Kitchen Environment - A bonding experience 
like no other - alternating theory with practical application of learnings. This experiential session offers 
realtime feedback and immediate transferrable skills.

•Dine on a 3 course culinary masterpiece - guided by a worldclass chef

Certified Practitioner 
Meta DynamicsTM Association 

Associate Member 
International Coach Guild 

Credentialed Practioner of Coaching 
Trained by The Coaching Institute 


